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Abstract— Internet traffic exhibits multifaceted burstiness and
correlation structure over a wide span of time scales. Previous
work analyzed this structure in terms of heavy-tailed session
characteristics, as well as TCP timeouts and congestion avoidance, in relatively long time scales. We focus on shorter scales,
typically less than 100-1000 milliseconds. Our objective is to
identify the actual mechanisms that are mostly responsible for
creating bursty traffic in those scales. We show that TCP selfclocking, joint with queueing in the network, can shape the packet
interarrivals of a TCP connection in a two-level ON-OFF pattern.
This structure creates strong correlations and burstiness in time
scales that extend up to the Round-Trip Time (RTT) of the connection, especially for bulk transfers that have a large bandwidthdelay product relative to their window size. Also, the aggregation
of many flows, without rescaling their packet interarrivals, does
not converge to a Poisson stream, as one might expect from
classical superposition results. Instead, the burstiness in those
scales can be significantly reduced by TCP pacing, depending
however on the minimum pacing timer. Finally, we show that
sub-RTT burstiness is important in queueing performance not
only in moderate load conditions, as previously shown, but also
in high loads when the bottleneck buffer size is relatively small.

I. I NTRODUCTION
To characterize and explain the variability of Internet traffic
has been a long research endeavor. The discovery of SelfSimilarity (SS) and Long-Range Dependency (LRD) in both
LAN and WAN traffic in [1] was a breakthrough, as it
established that Internet traffic exhibits a strong correlation
structure that extends up to several hours (LRD signature),
and that the traffic process, scaled by an appropriate factor,
maintains the same distribution when averaged across a wide
range of time scales (SS signature) [2]. The significance of
these statistical properties for queueing performance and traffic
prediction has been debated, with some models arguing for a
major impact (see [3]), while others insisting that finite buffers
limit the largest correlation scale1 that can affect queueing (see
[4]). Another major step was the identification of the physical
mechanisms that cause LRD and SS behavior in large scales:
it is the heavy-tailed distribution of the duration of active or
idle user times [5], also related to the distribution of transfer
sizes and user thinking times [6].
This work was supported by the “Scientific Discovery through Advanced
Computing” program of the US Department of Energy (award number: DEFG02-02ER25517), by the “Strategic Technologies for the Internet” program
of the US National Science Foundation (award number: 0230841), and by an
equipment donation from Intel. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or
recommendations expressed in this material are those of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views of the previous funding sources.
1 We use the terms “time scale” and “scale” interchangeably.
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More recently, another question raised significant attention:
what is the impact of TCP, the dominant transport protocol, on
the correlation structure of Internet traffic? Contrary to earlier
claims that TCP can create self-similarity, it has been now
established that the correlations introduced by TCP with its
retransmission timeout and the congestion avoidance algorithm
extend over a certain range of time scales, from a few RoundTrip Times (RTTs) up to tens or hundreds of seconds [7],
[8], Nevertheless, these scales are of great interest in traffic
prediction and capacity provisioning, and so the effect of these
TCP mechanisms should not be ignored in traffic modeling or
simulation studies.
The major open question in the quest to understand Internet
traffic, however, is the burstiness of Internet traffic in “short”
scales. Short, here, typically refers to time intervals up to 1001000 milliseconds, in which the factors that cause large-scale
correlations may not yet be strong or even present. Previous
work in this area has given somewhat contradictory results
both in characterizing the variability of Internet traffic through
statistical models, but also in identifying the mechanisms that
create that variability. A review of previous results is given
later in this section. For now, we note that the traffic models
which have been proposed cover the range from a simple
Poisson process, independent Gamma interarrivals, to quite
complex non-Gaussian multifractal processes. We emphasize
that even though the previous models are quite different, they
do not have to be wrong. It is possible that different models
capture the variability of Internet traffic with different degrees
of accuracy, or that different network links carry traffic with
widely different characteristics.
Our objective in this paper is to examine the link between
the TCP protocol and the short scale burstiness of Internet
traffic. The emphasis on TCP is justified by the fact that
typically more than 90% of Internet traffic is carried by the
TCP protocol. Additionally, since we are interested in short
time scales, we focus on the TCP self-clocking mechanism.
Self-clocking is responsible for shaping the interarrivals of
data segments from a single flow in sub-RTT scales, i.e.,
in time intervals that are shorter than the RTT of that flow.
Specifically, we start with the following basic question: can a
TCP flow create bursty traffic in sub-RTT scales, and if so,
under which conditions?
We find that TCP self-clocking, joint with network queueing
due to the packets of the flow itself or due to cross traffic, can
shape the packet interarrivals of a TCP flow in a one-level
or two-level ON-OFF pattern, respectively. This packet-train
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structure creates strong correlations and burstiness in the subRTT scales, especially in the case of bulk transfers that have
a large bandwidth-delay product relative to their window size.
Such flows can build up a large window, due to their size.
Additionally, if their bandwidth-delay product is quite larger
than their window, they tend to transmit their packets in bursts,
or clusters of bursts.
We also show that the aggregation of many flows, without
rescaling their packet interarrivals, does not converge to a Poisson stream, as one might expect from classical superposition
results. Instead, the correlation structure of individual flows
can shape the correlation structure of the aggregate stream,
independent of how many flows are multiplexed together.
Looking for ways to reduce the burstiness of Internet traffic
in short scales, we show that ideal TCP pacing at the sources
is very effective. Instead of only examining ideal pacing,
however, we also consider the presence of a minimum pacing
timer and show that that timer would have to be in the order
of 1ms for pacing to be effective in practice.
Finally, we show that sub-RTT burstiness is important in
queueing performance. Previous work showed, using infinitely
long buffers, that short time scale burstiness is only important
in moderate utilizations, while the presence of LRD dominates queueing performance in heavy utilizations. Extending
that work, we show that short time scale variability is also
important in heavy loads as long as the bottleneck buffer size
is relatively short.
We should note that the objective of this work is not to propose a new traffic model for the short time scale burstiness of
Internet traffic. Also, we do not claim that TCP self-clocking
is the only mechanism that can create such burstiness. Our
results can help, however, to explain the results of previous
measurement studies in terms of the characteristics of the TCP
flows that were dominant in the corresponding packet traces.
Previous work in short scale effects: [9] was one of
the first papers to focus on short time scales, and also to
use wavelet-based multiresolution analysis to characterize the
scaling behavior (a special type of correlation structure) of
Internet traffic. [10] provided empirical evidence that WAN
traffic can be modeled using a multifractal model, similar to
that developed in [11]. More recent work, however, argues
that the traffic at a tier-1 ISP is well modeled as monofractal,
rather than multifractal [12]. This discrepancy is probably due
to differences in the marginal distribution of the traffic used by
the two studies: if the marginal distribution is Gaussian, which
is often the case with traces from WAN links, the process can
only exhibit monofractal scaling [13].
[14] showed that scaling in short time scales is related to
the TCP closed-loop flow control, and argued that the cutoff
between short and long scale behavior is, roughly, the RTT
of the TCP transfers. [14] identified ACK compression [15],
[16], which is a specific case of TCP self-clocking failure, as
a primary suspect for the scaling behavior observed in short
time scales. Our work provides extends the results of [14],
explaining why the RTT is a natural boundary between short
and long scale correlations, and showing the conditions under
which self-clocking produces bursty traffic in sub-RTT scales.
[17] established that the short scale burstiness does not

depend on the TCP flow arrival process. Additionally, in not
heavily loaded networks, correlations across different flows do
not affect the short scale burstiness either. In a follow-up work,
[18] showed that the the correlation structure of aggregate
traffic can be captured by a Poisson cluster process in which
the packet interarrivals within individual clusters of each flow
follow an overdispersed Gamma distribution, while the flow
volumes are heavy-tailed.
[12] introduced the concept of “dense flows” i.e., flows
with bursts of densely clustered packets, and showed that
dense flows create short time scale burstiness. Our work
explains the presence of dense flows based on TCP selfclocking. [19] showed that short time scale burstiness can have
a significant impact on queueing performance, especially in
moderate utilizations, while correlations in coarser scales are
more important in heavy utilizations. It should be emphasized
however that [19] considers an infinite-buffer queueing system,
which tends to overemphasize the importance of correlations
in large scales (LRD).
[20] proposed an interesting classification of traffic in alpha
and beta flows. The former are large transfers over highcapacity links and produce bursty traffic in short time scales,
while the latter are are mostly low-throughput or short transfers and they produce Gaussian and LRD traffic. [21] identified
nine ways in which a TCP or UDP source can send long backto-back packets (referred to as “source-level bursts”), causing
significant correlations in short scales. Those reasons include
UDP message segmentation, TCP slow start, lost ACKs, and
others. A queueing model that models TCP source-level bursts
with a Markovian batch arrival process was recently proposed
in [22].
[23] showed that Web flows, which are relatively short
compared to bulk transfers, produce a linear relation between
the mean and the variance of the traffic process in the 100ms
time scale. Such a linear relation is characteristic of a Poisson
process, but only for the given scale. In an extension of the
previous work, [24] showed that the variance-mean relation
depends on the network load and on the time scales of interest,
and that a general characterization of the traffic as “Poissonlike” would not be accurate.
More recently, [25] argues that network traffic today can
be well represented by the Poisson model in sub-second
scales. The authors explain their findings based on a certain
interpretation of a classical result from the theory of point
processes, namely that, as the number of multiplexed flows
increases, the aggregate traffic process tends to a Poisson
process [26]. A similar claim has been made in [27], but for the
case that the traffic load increases as the number of multiplexed
flows increases.
Paper overview: Section II gives a brief background on
wavelet-based multiresolution analysis, and it defines what we
mean by burstiness at a particular time scale more precisely.
Section III shows that TCP self-clocking and network queueing can create a one-level or two-level ON-OFF structure in the
packet interarrivals of a TCP flow, under a certain condition,
in sub-RTT scales. Section IV explains that flow aggregation
cannot make the traffic uncorrelated, if the constituent flows
have a correlation structure. Section V serves as a case-study,
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in which we analyze an OC-48 trace and identify the flows
that shape the sub-RTT burstiness of the aggregate stream.
Section VI examines the effect of pacing, as a practical way to
make TCP traffic smoother at the sources. Finally, Section VII
evaluates the impact of short scale burstiness in the delay and
loss rate performance of a finite-buffer queue. We conclude in
Section VIII.
II. E NERGY

PLOTS AND BURSTINESS

In this section, we describe a statistical tool that we use
throughout the paper to analyze the burstiness of a traffic
process in a range of time scales. This tool is based on waveletbased MultiResolution Analysis (MRA), and it was developed
by Abry and Veitch [28], [29]. The traffic process at a network
link can be described as a time series of packet arrival times
and sizes. More commonly, a traffic process is described as a
sequence of counts that measure the amount of bytes appearing
at the link in successive and non-overlapping intervals of a certain duration. Specifically, the counting process at a time scale
Tj =2j T0 (j = 0, 1, . . .) is a time series Xj ={Xj,0 , Xj,1 , . . .},
with Xj,k the amount of bytes in the k’th interval tj,k of
duration Tj . The scale T0 is our reference time scale, and
it corresponds to the minimum interval in which counts are
measured.
Informally, the term “burstiness” refers to the statistical
variability of the traffic process at a given scale Tj . High
variability in Xj implies a more fluctuating traffic load, when
the latter is measured at scale Tj . Since there is no particular
scale that we should be only interested in, the variability of
Xj is typically measured and analyzed in a wide range of time
scales. Even though a number of statistical techniques can be
used for measuring the variability of a traffic process, such
as the Index of Dispersion for Counts, Index of Dispersion
for Intervals, or the Power Spectral Density, we prefer to
use wavelet-based MRA energy plots, produced with [29],
following a number of previous studies in this area that
adopted the same technique.
An MRA energy plot shows the variance of the wavelet
coefficients of the traffic process Xj as a function of the scale
index j. An important assumption is that Xj is covariance
stationary, meaning that, for a given j, the mean of Xj
is constant and the covariance between any Xj,k and Xj,k0
only depends on |k − k 0 |. In the following, we limit the
presentation in the special case of Haar wavelets. The Haar
wavelet coefficients Wj,k at a scale j are defined as
Wj,k = 2−j/2 (Xj−1,2k − Xj−1,2k+1 )

(1)

The energy E j at scale j is then defined as the variance of the
coefficients Wj,k ,
Ej = Var[Wj,k ] = 2−j E[(Xj−1,2k − Xj−1,2k+1 )2 ]

(2)

or,
Ej = 2−j Var[∆X j−1,k ]

(3)

where ∆X j−1,k =Xj−1,2k -Xj−1,2k+1 (with E[∆X j−1,k ]=0).
Equation (3) gives an interpretation of the energy E j at scale
j: it is the variance of the traffic variation ∆X j−1,k at scale
j −1, scaled by the factor 2−j . A more common interpretation,

related to the power spectral density of the time series Xj,k ,
can be found in [28].
In practice, the energy E j is estimated from a finite time
series as
P Nj
2
−j
k=1 (∆Xj−1,k )
(4)
Ej ≈ 2
Nj
where Nj is the number of wavelet coefficients at scale j. An
energy plot, like that of Figure 1, shows the base-2 logarithm
of E j as a function of j. Note that the top of the graph shows
the time scale Tj−1 (in milliseconds), while the corresponding
scale at the x-axis is j. The reason for this mismatch is that
Ej is determined by the terms ∆X j−1,k at the previous scale
Tj−1 .
The MRA signature of a Poisson process (independent exponential interarrivals) is that its energy plot is a horizontal line.
This can be easily proven as follows. Due to the memoryless
property of the exponential distribution, the process Xj is
independent at any scale j, and so
Var[∆X j−1,k ] = 2 Var[Xj−1 ] = 2j Var[X0 ]
where Var[X0 ]=λT0 is the variance of a Poisson process with
rate λ at a time scale T0 . So, the energy of Xj at any scale j
is
Ej = 2−j 2j Var[X0 ] = λT0
meaning that the energy plot of a Poisson process is a
horizontal line at log2 (λT0 ).
The Poisson process plays a major role in this paper,
providing a reference point for the burstiness of other traffic
processes. Since, traditionally, the Poisson process has been
considered as a benign traffic model in terms of queueing
performance, we say that a traffic process Xj is bursty at
scale j if the energy of Xj is higher than the energy of a
Poisson process with the same average rate. Otherwise, we
say that Xj is smooth at scale j.
A reader that is familiar with previous MRA studies will
notice that we use energy plots in a different manner than
[28]. Specifically, most previous works focused on the scaling
behavior of the traffic process, which is characterized by the
slope of Ej in a range of time scales. We focus, instead, on the
burstiness of the traffic process relative to a Poisson process of
the same average rate, in different time scales. Consequently,
we are interested in the absolute magnitude of Ej , rather than
in its local slope. The reason we focus on burstiness relative
to Poisson traffic, rather than on scaling behavior, is that
the former is clearly linked to the well-known statistical and
queueing characteristics of Poisson processes. Furthermore, a
traffic process may exhibit local scaling behavior, or more
generally it may have a strong correlation structure in a range
of scales, but without being bursty (i.e., without being burstier
than the Poisson process). For example, a periodic process is
strongly correlated, but at the same time it is the smoothest
among all traffic models.
In the following, we show some energy plots for various
synthetic traffic processes. Out objective is, first, to provide
insight in the interpretation of MRA plots, and second, to
show the energy plots for some models that we use later
in the paper. Figure 1 shows the energy plots for three
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Energy plots for Exponential, Gamma, and Uniform interarrivals.
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Energy plots for two packet train models.
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renewal processes (i.e., independent and identically distributed
interarrivals). The corresponding interarrival distributions are
Exponential, Gamma, and Uniform. All three distributions
have the same average interarrival (50ms), while the reference
scale is T0 =25ms. Because the average rate is the same
in all three processes, they would asymptotically have the
same energy at scale T0 if the latter would tend to zero (in
infinitesimal time scales all point processes with the same rate
look the same).
Note that even if the interarrivals are independent, the
counting process Xj can be correlated [30]. Then, the variance
Var[∆Xj−1,k ] can increase faster than 2j due to positive
correlations between Xj−1,2k and Xj−1,2k+1 . For example,
Figure 1 shows the energy plot of independent Gamma interarrivals with shape parameter c=1/4. Notice that this process is
bursty, in the sense that it has a higher energy than the Poisson
process in all scales.
On the other hand, Figure 1 also shows the case of Uniform
interarrivals in a range [L,U], with L=30ms and U =70ms. The
lower and upper bounds on the interarrivals limit the minimum
and maximum number of arrivals, and thus the variability of
Xj , in any scale Tj >L. This explains why the energy of Xj
is lower than the energy of the corresponding Poisson process,
making the Uniform process smooth in time scales larger than
L. It is also easy to see that the energy difference between the
Uniform and Poisson processes increases as the range U -L
decreases.
Reducing the range of the uniform distribution to [T −, T +
], where  is very small compared to T , leads to a practically
periodic process with period T . The energy of a periodic
process becomes zero theoretically (and its logarithm drops to

−∞) at the scale that corresponds to T , because ∆X j−1,k =0
for all k at that scale. This is shown in Figure 2 with T =50ms.
The periodic model can be viewed as the smoothest traffic
process, as it has the minimum possible energy after scale T .
Later in the paper, we consider a periodic source that sends
W packets in each time interval of length T , with the W
packets randomly distributed within that interval. One way to
model this source is to generate W independent exponential
random numbers (r1 , r2 , . . . rW ) with mean T /W , and then
scale them up or down by a certain factor c so that their sum
is equal to T . We refer to this process as Pseudo-Exponential
with parameters (W, T ). Figure 2 shows the energy plot of
a Pseudo-Exponential process with W =8 and T =400ms. As
expected, the energy drops dramatically after the time scale
T , due to the corresponding periodicity. In lower scales, the
traffic is almost as bursty as the Poisson process, but with a
slightly lower energy
PWdue to the variability reduction imposed
by the constraint i=1 cri = T .
Another traffic process that we use extensively in the rest
of the paper is the packet train model [31]. In that model,
an ON-period consists of W packets that arrive with a constant interarrival τo , causing a burst of duration W τo . After
every burst, an OFF-period follows, which is exponentially
distributed with mean τf . The average rate of the process is
W/(W τo +τf ) packets per second. Figure 3 shows the energy
plot for two packet train models with (W, τo , τf ) set to (8,
100ms, 300ms) and (32, 400ms, 1200ms), respectively. The
following facts can be easily for the packet train model directly
through (2). First, the packet train model has a periodicity at
τo , which becomes stronger as W increases, causing an energy
drop at the corresponding scale. Then, the energy increases
from τo to W τo with a slope of 2.0. The energy in time scales
larger than W τo remains constant, and higher than the energy
of the corresponding Poisson process, meaning that the packet
train model generates bursty traffic in those scales. Also, for a
given average rate, the energy in time scales larger than W τo
increases with the train length W due to the presence of longer
bursts.
III. A

SUB -RTT MODEL OF

TCP

SELF - CLOCKING

The operation of a TCP sender in sub-RTT scales, namely
the transmission of a given window worth of data during
each round-trip, is largely determined by the self-clocking
mechanism. According to self-clocking, TCP should typically
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A. Self-clocking without cross traffic
Consider a TCP flow with a minimum RTT T seconds. The
capacity of the bottleneck link B at the forward path is C
bytes/sec. The bandwidth-delay product of the flow is defined
as CT bytes. The flow’s RTT is larger than T when a queue
builds up at B. Suppose that all data packets have a size of
L bytes. We initially ignore the effect of Delayed-ACKs; it is
easy to modify the model later so that it considers DelayedACKs.
Since there is no cross traffic, an initial window of W0 packets sent back-to-back will arrive at the receiver periodically,
with a dispersion (i.e., time-spacing) τ =L/C between any two
successive packets. The receiver will respond to each packet
with an ACK, sent with the same dispersion τ . T seconds
after the sender had sent its first packet, it will receive the
first ACK and it will start sending the packets of the second
round-trip, with a larger window size W1 . This process will
repeat in the following round-trips, until the flow reaches the
maximum window allowed by the socket buffers, or until it
experiences a congestion event or timeout. The key point,
however, is that during each round-trip the TCP sender sends
2 There are several deviations from this behavior, including congestion
window increases, idle times when the application has no data to send, and
retransmission timeouts.
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Fig. 4. Packet interarrivals for a TCP flow during a particular round-trip.
Three cases are shown depending on whether W L<CT , and on whether
there is cross traffic in the flow’s bottleneck.
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send a new packet whenever it receives a new ACK [32].
In the case of Delayed-ACKs, which is the norm today, an
ACK is generated for every second received packet, and so
the sender usually generates a packet pair for every received
ACK2 . An important implication of self-clocking is that the
sender does not need to schedule packet departures based on
a timer; packets are transmitted on an event basis, as ACKs
arrive from the receiver. The timing of ACKs, however, is
determined by a number of effects, including queueing of
the data packets in the forward path, random delays at the
receiver, as well as queueing of the ACKs in the reverse path.
Consequently, the sender has no direct control on the timing
of packet departures, and so, under certain conditions, it can
send a large number of packets at a rate that is much higher
than the flow’s average throughput.
In this section, we present a simple model of self-clocking
that explains how a TCP sender can be trapped into a state
of sending long packet trains at the full capacity of the
forward path. The model will be presented incrementally in
two parts: first, ignoring any cross traffic in the forward
path, and second considering such traffic. We make several
simplifying assumptions: ACKs are not affected by queueing
in the reverse path, there is only a single queueing point in the
forward path (single bottleneck), and the sender and receiver
do not introduce delays in the transmission of data packets and
ACKs, respectively. Even with these assumptions, however, we
show with MRA energy plots that the burstiness of the traffic
generated by our model is quite similar to the burstiness of real
TCP flows in sub-RTT scales. Consequently, the effects that
we ignore with the previous assumptions may be of secondary
importance compared to the effect of forward path queueing
on self-clocking.
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Energy plot for TCP self-clocking model without cross traffic.

its current window Wk with a dispersion τ between successive
packets, i.e., at the full capacity C of the forward path. With
Delayed-ACKs, an ACK is generated in every 2τ seconds,
but the dispersion between successive data packets of the same
round-trip is still τ because an ACK releases two back-to-back
packets in that case.
Suppose now that, during a particular round-trip, the flow
has a send-window of W packets. Based on the previous
timing analysis, we know that the sender transmits the W
packets with a period τ at the start of the round-trip. If W τ ≥T ,
the flow saturates the path achieving the maximum possible
throughput C, and the effective RTT increases to W L/C. In
that case, the traffic process is periodic with period L/C,
as shown in Figure 4-a, and the energy plot becomes as in
Figure 2. So, when the window of a TCP flow (in bytes)
is larger than the flow’s bandwidth-delay product, i.e., when
W L≥CT , the traffic that TCP generates is extremely smooth.
On the other hand, it is easy to see that if W τ <T , the traffic
process follows the packet train model of §II. Specifically, TCP
generates a packet train in every round-trip with a length of W
packets, dispersion τo =τ =L/C during the train, and with an
idle time τf =T -W τ between trains. The time-pattern of this
traffic process is shown in Figure 4-b. Notice that TCP does
not distribute its window throughout the RTT. Instead, when
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B. Self-clocking with cross traffic
In the general case, the bottleneck B may also carry some
cross traffic. We assume that the TCP source shares the
capacity C of B with cross traffic in a First-Come FirstServed (FCFS) manner. Suppose that the TCP source sends
a number N packets with a transmission rate Cs >C. Let Pi
be the i’th TCP packet, and ai be its arrival time at B, with
ai+1 − ai =L/Cs (i=1 . . . N − 1). If there are no cross traffic
packets arriving between ai and ai+1 , the packets Pi and Pi+1
will depart B with dispersion L/C. Otherwise, the packets Pi
and Pi+1 will depart with a smaller rate than C, i.e., a larger
dispersion than L/C.
Furthermore, suppose that in a particular round-trip the
window is W packets and the RTT is T seconds. Due to the
presence of cross traffic, the window W can be “segmented”,
in the general case, in
PaK number K≥1 of bursts of rate C
and length Bi , with
i=1 Bi =W , as shown in Figure 4-c.
The off-period between two successive bursts is Ii , while the
total dispersion of the window, i.e., the time distance between
the first and last packets of the window, is ∆. Note that this
structure is a two-level ON/OFF pattern. At the lower level,
each ON duration consists of a bursts of Bi packets sent at the
full capacity of the forward path C. At the higher level, the
ON duration consists of a cluster of bursts, totally W packets
long, with duration W L/C≤∆<T .
To construct a sub-RTT model of TCP packet interarrivals
that follows the two-level ON/OFF structure, we need to
characterize the distribution of ∆, and of each Bi and Ii .
Attempting to create a relatively simple model, with as few
parameters as possible, we will simply assume that ∆ is
constant, the burst lengths Bi are geometric random variables,
and the K-1 idle times Ii are pseudo-exponential.
Specifically, the burst length Bi follows the geometric
distribution when the probability of cross traffic arrivals in
any interval of length ai+1 − ai =L/Cs is constant, say equal
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there is no cross traffic, the entire window appears back-toback at the full capacity C of the forward path in the start
of the corresponding round-trip, creating a one-level ON/OFF
packet structure.
Figure 5 shows the energy plot of the previous model for
T =256ms, W =16 packets, L=1250 bytes, and for two values
of τ : 1ms (C=10Mbps), and 2ms (C=5Mbps). Note that W τ is
16ms or 32ms, which is less than T in both cases. The energy
plot of a Poisson process with the same average rate W L/T
is also shown for comparison. The major observation in these
energy plots is that if the TCP window (in bytes) is less than the
flow’s bandwidth-delay product, TCP generates bursty traffic
in the sub-RTT scales that extend between approximately
W L/C and T .
Also note that for given T , W , and L, and thus for a
given average rate W L/T , the range of scales in which the
traffic is bursty increases with C. This implies that if the
capacity of a path increases, but with a constant TCP average
throughput, the source creates more bursty traffic in sub-RTT
scales. Finally, the energy drop at scale 10 corresponds to the
RTT T and is due to the periodicity of the model at that scale.
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Energy plot for TCP self-clocking model with cross traffic.

to p, independent of i. The average burst length then is B̄=1/p.
The sum of the burst lengths during an RTT should be limited
by W , and so the last burst length BK during an RTT follows
a truncated geometric distribution with maximum length W
if K=1, and W -(B1 + . . . BK−1 ) if K>1. Given ∆ and K,
the idle times Ii between successive bursts are modeled as
pseudo-exponential with parameters (K-1, ∆ - WCL ) (see §II).
Notice that the previous model involves six parameters:
W , T , L, C, ∆ and B̄; the remaining model variables can
be determined from these parameters. Figure 6 shows the
energy plot that results from the previous model for W =16
packets, T =1228ms, L=1500 bytes, C=10Mbps, ∆=128ms,
and B̄=2 packets. Note that the energy increases in two
regions, corresponding to the two ON/OFF patterns: first,
between L/C and B̄L/C, and second, between B̄L/C + I¯
and ∆. Overall, the process is bursty in almost the entire range
of sub-RTT time scales. Figure 6 also shows the energy plot
for the corresponding one-level ON/OFF train model, with
the same average rate W L/T , that would result without cross
traffic. Notice that the two models show different degrees
of burstiness in different time scales. The one-level ON/OFF
model is burstier at the higher end of sub-RTT scales because
its packet trains are not segmented into smaller clusters.
C. Examples of sub-RTT TCP burstiness
To validate the previous model, we compare the energy
plots of several long TCP flows with the energy plots that the
previous model produces, when parameterized based on the
characteristics of the corresponding TCP flows. Specifically,
given a packet trace of a long TCP flow, we estimate its RTT
T and forward path capacity C as described in §V, while L
is simply set to the Maximum Segment Size. Then, we split
the flow in successive round-trips of length T , resulting in a
sequence of windows from which we estimate W as the 75th percentile window measurement. The average burst length
B̄ and the total dispersion ∆ are similarly estimated from
the trace, based on the median of all the burst and dispersion
measurements, respectively.
Figure 7 shows the trace-based and model-based energy
plots for four large TCP transfers that we picked randomly
from an OC-48 packet trace (more details for the trace are
given in §V). The six parameters for each flow are also shown
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Trace-based and model-based energy plots for four large TCP transfers

in the graphs. The vertical bars at the energy plot of the TCP
traces are confidence intervals for the wavelet-based energy
estimates. Clearly, the match between the model and the real
traffic is not perfect. One possible reason for the differences
between traces and model is that the previous model assumes
the same window length in every round-trip, and so it only
captures the correlations between packet arrivals within the
same round-trip; correlations between different round-trips,
however, can also exist. After analyzing many TCP traces,
we are convinced that it is very hard to model the correlation
structure of TCP in sub-RTT scales in a parsimonious way.
Nevertheless, the previous model is a good approximation, as
it is able to capture the basic shape of the energy plot of real
TCP flows in sub-RTT scales.
IV. T HE EFFECTS OF

AGGREGATION

In the previous section, we showed that a single TCP flow
can be bursty in sub-RTT scales, due to the strong correlations
introduced by self-clocking. What happens, however, when
we multiplex N TCP flows in the same link? How does the
burstiness of the aggregate flow relate to the burstiness of
its constituents? Would the “intermingling” of packets from
different flows mitigate the correlations between packets of
individual flows?
Consider the superposition, or aggregation, of N independent TCP flows. Each flow follows the sub-RTT model of the
previous section, determined by the six parameters (W , T , L,
C, ∆, B̄). Suppose we have two types of flows. A Type-1 flow
has W =16pkts, T =256ms, L=1250B, C=10Mbps, ∆=16ms,
B̄=16pkts, and so it tends to send the entire window as a

single burst of rate C. A Type-2 flow has the same T , L, and
C, while W =64pkts, ∆=64ms, B̄=64pkts, and so its average
rate is four times larger than that of a Type-1 flow.
Suppose that we aggregate flows with different sub-RTT
burstiness, but with the same average rate. That would be the
case, for instance, if we aggregate four Type-1 flows with one
Type-2 flow. The energy plots of the aggregate stream and of
the constituent flows are shown in Figure 8-a. Note that the
energy plot of the aggregate follows the energy plot of the four
Type-1 flows up to scale 7, and of the Type-2 flow in larger
scales. In general, when we aggregate flows with different
burstiness but equal rates, the burstiness of the aggregate flow
at a given scale is determined by the the constituent flows with
the maximum burstiness at that scale.
On the other hand, it is hard to predict the burstiness of
the aggregate flow when the constituents have different rates.
A general observation, however, is that flows with a minor
contribution in the aggregate throughput also have a minor
contribution in the burstiness of the aggregate stream. For
instance, suppose that we aggregate 32 Type-1 flows with
one Type-2 flow. The latter accounts for only 11.1% of the
aggregate flow’s throughput. The energy plots of the aggregate
flow and of its constituents’ are shown in Figure 8-b. Notice
that the energy plot of the aggregate follows the energy plot
of the Type-1 flows, while the presence of the Type-2 flow
has a minor impact on the burstiness of the aggregate.
The last observation has an important practical implication:
when analyzing the burstiness of aggregate traffic, we can
ignore constituent flows that only account for a small part
of the whole, and focus on the larger flows only. Several
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Energy plots for aggregation experiments

measurement studies have shown that typically 80-90% of the
traffic are carried by a small fraction (about 10%) of the flows.
Consequently, it is reasonable to expect that the burstiness of
these larger flows determines the burstiness of the aggregate
traffic.
The major question, however, is what happens to the burstiness of the aggregate stream as we increase N ? Figure 8-c
shows the energy plots of the aggregate of N Type-1 flows
for N =1, 100, and 1000. Clearly the energy increases with
N , because the average rate of the aggregate stream increases.
More importantly, however, note that the energy plot maintains
the same shape as that of a single Type-1 flow, independent
of N , i.e., only the magnitude of the energy changes.
The fact that the energy plot of the aggregate does not
gradually becomes closer to a horizontal line implies that the
aggregate flow does not tend to the Poisson process, and that
it maintains the same correlation structure with any of its
constituents. This may appear at first as contradictory to a
classical result from the theory of point processes, according
to which the superposition of N independent point processes
converges to the Poisson process as N increases [26]. There is
no actual contradiction however. The previous result assumes
that the rate of each constituent flow is λ/N , so that the rate of
the aggregate flow remains the same, equal to λ, independent
of N . In other words, each constituent flow becomes gradually
“sparser” as N increases. In packet networks, on the other
hand, the aggregation of N flows with average rate λ creates
a stream of rate N λ, which is then serviced by a link with
capacity at least N λ. Consequently, in packet networks, the
interarrivals of individual flows are not scaled by a factor of
N when the flows are multiplexed in the same link.
Actually, the previous issue has been discussed in an earlier
paper by Sriram and Whitt [33]. They showed that, if the
rate of the constituent flows does not decrease with N , the
interarrivals of the aggregate flow tend to exponential, but they
do not loose their correlation structure. That is easy to show
for N homogeneous flows. Let Xi,j be the counting process
for flow j at a given scale T , i.e., the number of P
bytes from
N
flow j in the i’th time interval of length T , and Yi = j=1 Xi,j ,
the counting process for the aggregate flow. We assume that
Xi,j is stationary in i, and independent and homogeneous in

j. Let r(k) be the autocorrelation of the aggregate at lag k,
and rj (k) be the autocorrelation of flow j at the same lag.
Then
PN
Cov(Yi , Yi+k )
j=1 Cov(Xi,j , Xi+k,j )
=
r(k) =
PN
Var(Y )
j=1 Var(Xj )
=

Cov(Xi,j , Xi+k,j )
= rj (k)
Var(Xj )

(5)

So, the aggregate flow has the same autocorrelation function
with any of its constituents, independent of N .
We make a final remark on the effect of aggregation in
the burstiness of network traffic. Even though, as previously
shown, aggregation does not lead to uncorrelated arrivals, it
does improve queueing performance in the following sense.
As N increases, the marginal distribution of the aggregate
flow tends to Gaussian. Since both the mean and variance of
that distribution increase proportionally to N , the coefficient
of variation decreases with the square-root of N . So, the
traffic appears to be “smoother” simply because the magnitude
of the traffic variations at any given time scale decrease in
magnitude relative to the average traffic rate, as N increases.
We emphasize, however, that this is a basic property of
statistical multiplexing for independent flows, and it does not
relate to the correlation structure of the aggregate traffic, nor
it implies that the traffic tends to the Poisson model.
V. C ASE STUDY: THE BURSTINESS OF AN OC-48 TRACE
In this section, we apply the insight of the previous two
sections in the analysis of an OC-48 trace from a major
Internet2 backbone link. Starting from a large trace, with
almost half a million flows, our goal is to identify the flows
that determine the short scale burstiness of the entire trace.
Our (unidirectional) trace was collected at the OC-48 link
that connects the Abilene routers from Cleveland (CLEV) to
Indianapolis (IPLS). Even though the trace, which is publicly
available through NLANR-MOAT [34], covers two hours
(9:00-11:00 on 8/14/2002), we analyze here a 90-sec segment
from 10:08:30 to 10:10:00.
We start from the original trace, say Sorg , and gradually
form an increasingly narrower subset of flows that are responsible for the short scale burstiness of the entire trace. This
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Subset

GBytes

Sorg
Stcp
Stcp
¯
Srtt
Srtt
¯
Srtt52
Sbdp
Slrg
Ssml
SlrΘ
SsmΘ

4.37
4.23
0.14
2.41
1.83
0.75
2.25
2.22
0.03
2.12
0.10

TCP
flows
458669
458669
N/A
40885
417784
9041
10484
3207
7277
3123
84

Percentage
of bytes
100
96.8
3.2
55.1
41.7
17.1
51.5
50.9
0.6
48.6
2.3

Percentage
of packets
100
93.6
6.4
46.6
47.0
13.2
27.0
25.3
1.7
24.2
1.1

TABLE I
S UBSETS OF THE IPLS OC-48 TRACE

investigative work, which is similar to gradually reducing a
set of crime suspects through additional evidence, leads us
eventually to a relatively small set of flows (about 3,100 flows,
out of 460,000 in the original trace) that dominate the short
scale burstiness of the entire trace. As expected from §III and
§IV, we find that this set includes bulk TCP flows that have a
large bandwidth-delay product relative to their window size.
Table I shows the notation, and a few statistics, for the various
sets of flows that we consider in the remaining of the section.
First, Figure 9-a shows the energy plot of the original
trace Sorg , together with the energy plot of a Poisson process
with the same average rate. Note that the trace shows strong
burstiness in short time scales, up to about 200ms. In longer
scales, the trace exhibits a range of linearly increasing energy
due to LRD effects, which is typical of Internet traffic (see [9]
or [12] for similar examples of this “bi-scaling” behavior in
short vs long time scales). The boundary between short and
long scales is the dramatic energy drop around scale 10. We
will relate that scale with the RTT of the TCP flows in the
trace shortly.
Figure 9-a also shows the energy plot of the subset Stcp ,
that includes only TCP traffic. Since TCP accounts for 97%
of the byte-traffic in this trace, it should not be surprising
that the energy plot of Stcp is basically the same with that
of Sorg . Even if the rest of the traffic, denoted by Stcp
¯ , had
some interesting burstiness characteristics, it would not be able
to affect the energy plot of the entire trace due to its small
volume.
Next, we identify the extent of the short scale burstiness,
and relate it to the RTT distribution of the TCP flows. To do
so, however, we first need to know the RTT of each TCP flow
in the trace. That is hard to do, especially for a unidirectional
trace. The estimation technique proposed in [35] can provide
a single RTT measurement per connection for a significant
fraction of the TCP traffic in a trace. Using that technique,
we formed a new subset, Srtt , which includes all TCP flows
for which we have RTT estimates; TCP flows without an RTT
estimate belong in Srtt
¯ . Even though the number of flows in
Srtt
¯ is much larger than in Srtt , the latter includes more than
50% of the bytes in the trace. Figure 9-b shows the energy
plots of the two subsets, which are quite similar in shape and
magnitude. Thus, we can view Srtt as an unbiased sample of

the Stcp trace, at least in terms of burstiness.
The estimated RTT distribution for Srtt is shown in Figure 9-c, plotted in terms of bytes rather than flows. Note that
most of the traffic in that subset is carried by flows with RTT
in the range 25-250ms. The weighted average of the flow
RTTs, with each RTT measurement weighted by the fraction
of bytes in the corresponding flow, is about 117ms. Notice
that the dip in the energy plot of Figure 9-a occurs at scale 12
(about 200ms), which is close to the (weighted) average RTT
of the trace (about 120ms). In other words, the major drop in
the energy plot of an aggregate trace is located at about the
same time scale with the RTT of the dominant flows in the
trace. This should not be surprising. As explained in §II, a
periodicity in the traffic process causes a drop in the energy
plot at the time scale that corresponds to the period. The RTT
of a TCP flow, however, represents a natural periodicity in
its traffic process as long as the flow’s window does not vary
significantly from round to round.
To further examine the previous conjecture, we form another
trace subset, Srtt52 , of all flows in Srtt for which the RTT
is less than 52ms. The weighted average RTT of Srtt52 is
39ms, and its energy plot is shown in Figure 9-b. Note that
the energy plot dip has now moved to scale 10 (51.2ms), which
corresponds to the same scale with the previous weighted
average. To summarize, the dip that is commonly seen in
energy plots of Internet traffic occurs at roughly the same time
scale with the RTT of the dominant TCP flows, and it provides
an easy way to identify the extent of sub-RTT burstiness.
To estimate the bandwidth-delay product of a TCP flow,
we need to know its forward-path capacity C, as defined in
§III, together with its RTT. That capacity of a TCP flow can
be estimated using the packet-pair technique, given that TCP
sends many packet pairs due to Delayed-ACK. Using a passive
capacity estimation technique that we developed [36], we can
estimate the capacity of about 90% of the bytes in Stcp , and
of the entire Srtt . Figure 9-d shows the capacity distribution
for the two sets. Notice that about 40% of the bytes belong
to high-capacity flows (C≈100Mbps), while about 90% of
the bytes are generated from flows with C≥10Mbps. These
relatively high capacity values may be due to the fact that
the trace captures Internet2, rather than commercial Internet,
traffic. The set of TCP flows for which we have both an RTT
and a capacity estimate is denoted by Sbdp . Its energy plot is
shown in Figure 9-e. Note that Sbdp has practically the same
energy plot with Stcp , and thus with Sorg , implying that it is
an unbiased sample of the original trace in terms of sub-RTT
burstiness.
We next focus on the link between flow size and sub-RTT
burstiness. The conjecture, based on the insight from §IV,
is that it is the large flows that determine the shape of the
aggregate energy plot. Figure 9-f shows the cumulative flow
size distribution of Sbdp in terms of both bytes and flows.
Note that 70% of the flows are shorter than 15KB, but they
account for less than 2% of the aggregate traffic. Such a heavytailed flow size distribution is typical of Internet traffic, and
it agrees with the general classification between “elephants”
and “mice”. We split the flows of Sbdp into the set Slrg , which
includes all flows larger than 15KB, and Ssml , which includes
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the remaining, small flows.
Figure 9-e shows the energy plots of the Slrg and Ssml sets,
together with the energy plots of the Sbdp and Stcp sets. First,
note that the energy plot of Slrg completely overlaps with
that of Sbdp , confirming our previous conjecture that large
flows determine the shape of the energy plot for the entire
trace. That is not surprising given that Ssml accounts for only
0.6% of the bytes in the original trace. A second interesting
observation is that the energy plot of Ssml appears to be almost
horizontal beyong scale 5. That may be interpreted by someone
as an indication of a Poisson-like process. That is not the case
however. Comparing the energy plot of Ssml with that of a
Poisson process of the same average rate shows that Ssml is
bursty in almost the entire sub-RTT range of time scales.
Now that we have identified the large TCP flows as “primary
suspects” for sub-RTT burstiness, and since we have an
estimate of the bandwidth-delay product for about 51% of
the bytes (Sbdp ) in the trace, we can return to our original
conjecture: large TCP flows cause sub-RTT burstiness if their
bandwidth-delay product CT is large relative to their window
size W L.
To examine this conjecture, we estimate the number of
bytes (W L)i in each round-trip i, for every TCP flow in
Slrg . Note that Slrg contains only data flows since we do not
have capacity estimates for ACK flows. Obviously, the window
measurements (W L)i vary with i, as the TCP congestion
window changes. In the following, we use a certain percentile,
denoted by Ŵ , of a flow’s window size distribution to calculate
the ratio Θ=CT /Ŵ . Θ is the ratio of the bandwidth-delay
product to a “typical” window size Ŵ for each flow in Slrg .
Figure 9-g shows the distribution of Θ for three percentiles
Ŵ : 50-th, 75-th, and 90-th. Note that the distribution is not
so sensitive to the exact definition Ŵ , especially in lower
values of Θ. In the following, we define Ŵ based on the
75-th percentile.
An important observation in Figure 9-g is that Θ is quite
larger than 1.0 for most of the traffic in Slrg . Specifically, more
than 90% of the bytes in Slrg have Θ>4.0, while as little as
5% of the bytes have Θ<2.0. We further split Slrg into SlrΘ
and SsmΘ , where the former includes the TCP flows with
Θ>2.0, while the rest of Slrg forms SsmΘ . The energy plots
of the two new subsets are shown in Figure 9-h. First, note
that the energy plot of SlrΘ completely overlaps with Slrg ,
verifying our main conjecture that flows with large values of Θ
determine the sub-RTT burstiness of the entire trace. Second,
perhaps more surprisingly, the energy plot of SsmΘ is below
the energy of a Poisson process with the same rate as that
subset, i.e., TCP flows with small values of Θ, close to 1.0, are
smooth and they do not contribute to the sub-RTT burstiness
of the aggregate traffic.
We can summarize the case-study of this section as follows:
the short time scale burstiness of this OC-48 trace extends up
to the weighted average RTT of the TCP flows. The sub-RTT
burstiness is due to large TCP flows (more than 15KB) that
have at least twice as large bandwidth-delay product relative
to their typical window size. Non-TCP traffic, or small TCP
flows (less than 15KB), do not contribute to the burstiness of
the aggregate traffic due to their very small volume. Finally,

for a round-trip with window Wi and RTT T {
X = Xmin ;
n = max(1, b

T
c);
eTc
dW
X

while (T < d W
enTc && X < W ) {
X
X++;
n = max(1, b
}

T
c);
dW
eTc
X

return (n, X);
}
Fig. 10.

Pseudo-code for calculating X and n.

large flows with roughly equal window sizes and bandwidthdelay products create Poisson-like, or even smoother, traffic.
VI. T HE

SMOOTHING EFFECT OF

TCP

PACING

Sections III and V showed that self-clocking is largely
responsible for the burstiness of both individual TCP flows and
aggregate Internet traffic. The basic problem with self-clocking
is that, under certain conditions, it causes TCP to send its entire
window as a long burst, or as a cluster of bursts, instead of
distributing that window’s packets during the corresponding
round-trip [16]. One way to remove, or at least reduce, the
burstiness of a TCP flow is to perform pacing at the sender
[37], [38]. With pacing, TCP sends packets periodically during
the corresponding round-trip, instead of being driven by the
arrival timing of ACKs.
Suppose that in a particular round-trip the TCP sender has
a window of length W packets3 , and that the RTT is T .
According to ideal pacing, the sender should send packets
periodically, every T /W time units, i.e., at a rate that is
equal to the flow’s average throughput W/T in that round-trip.
We refer to this scheme as “ideal” because it would require
scheduling transmission events in arbitrary intervals. Such a
timing facility would be impractical, or it would introduce a
large overhead at the sender, especially for flows with large W
and small T . For example, if T =15ms and W =100 packets,
the sending host would have to generate a timeout, to schedule
a packet transmission, in every 150µs. In practice, commodity
operating systems typically provide a minimum timer of either
10ms, or 1ms in the best case.
TCP pacing will not be practical unless if we consider the
presence of a minimum pacing timeout Tc , with values in
the range of 1-10ms. Given that the TCP sender can only
schedule packet departures every nTc time units, where n is
a positive integer, it may be required to send multiple packets
back-to-back when T /Tc<W . An algorithm that computes the
minimum burst length X, and the corresponding value of n,
is given in Figure 10. Xmin is the minimum burst size (for
instance, 1-2 packets) imposed. Note that the algorithm finds
the minimum value of X that allows the transmission of W
packets during T time units given that it is only possible to
send packets every nTc time units.
Let us now examine the burstiness reduction with ideal
pacing as well as with practical pacing for Tc =10ms or 1ms
3 For simplicity we assume here that the window is measured in packets
instead of bytes.
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and Xmin =2 packets. We first show the impact of pacing on
individual TCP flows from the OC-48 trace of §V. The RTT
T and the sequence of window lengths {Wi } for each roundtrip i are estimated as explained in §V. Second, we show the
impact of pacing on aggregate traffic, after performing pacing
on each of the constituent flows.
Figure 11 shows four energy plots for a TCP flow that lasted
26.4 seconds and generated 13450 data packets. The RTT of
the flow is approximately T =48ms, while its 75th percentile
window length was 45 packets. One of the curves in Figure 11
is the energy plot of the original trace, without pacing. Note
that the flow has strong sub-RTT burstiness (scales 2-8). The
energy level of the corresponding Poisson process is 30.1.
With ideal pacing, the traffic becomes extremely smooth, as we
would expect, due to the periodic nature of packet departures
in every round-trip. Also note that pacing does not affect the
burstiness of the trace in time scales that extend beyond the
RTT (scale 10 and higher). The two curves that correspond
to practical pacing show clearly that the minimum pacing
timer Tc has a major impact on the smoothing effectiveness
of pacing. The 10ms timer is unable to reduce the burstiness
of the flow up to scale 6. The reason is that, with Tc =10ms,
the burst length X is often as large as more than 10 packets.
The 1ms timer, on the other hand, is much more effective in
reducing the burstiness throughout the sub-RTT scales. Even
though it is not as effective as ideal pacing, the 1ms timer
manages to reduce burstiness at the level of the corresponding
Poisson process, or even less than that.
Figure 12 shows similar results for a different TCP flow with
significantly larger RTT (T =151ms) and with smaller windows
(the 75-th percentile window is 24 packets). The fact that the
ratio T /W is larger, compared to the flow of Figure 11, makes
it easier for the practical pacing schemes to schedule short
burst lengths (up to 3 or 4 packets). The 1ms pacing timer
is, of course, still more effective than the 10ms timer, and it
manages to reduce the burstiness of the flow to the level of the
corresponding Poisson process (energy 27.7) in the sub-RTT
scales.
If pacing is effective in reducing the burstiness of individual
TCP flows, how does it affect the burstiness of an aggregate
of paced TCP flows? We performed pacing, both ideal and
practical, on every TCP flow in the Sbdp set of §V. Figure 13
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shows the resulting energy plots. Ideal pacing would be able
to make the aggregate flow smooth throughout the sub-RTT
scales, up to scale 10 (50ms). That is not the case with a
minimum pacing timer of Tc =10ms, mostly due to remaining
burstiness in very small time scales (up to 3-4ms). On the other
hand, the 1ms pacing timer would be effective in reducing the
energy of TCP traffic in sub-RTT scales to the level a Poisson
process with the same average rate.
VII. Q UEUEING

PERFORMANCE

In this section, we examine the impact of sub-RTT burstiness on queueing performance, in terms of the queue size
distribution and packet loss rate. We also evaluate the improvement in queueing performance that results from the TCP
pacing schemes of the last section, in various load and buffer
size operating points.
Our evaluation is based on trace-driven queueing simulations. Specifically, we simulate the queue of an OC-3 output
link that is loaded with traffic from two OC-48 links. The
traffic in each OC-48 ingress link is generated based on
two non-overlapping 90-second segments (09:58:30-10:00:00,
and 10:08:30-10:10:00) of the two-hour OC-48 trace that we
mentioned in §V. The two segments include only flows for
which we have both RTT and capacity estimates, and they are
similar in terms of their average rate, energy plot, flow size
distribution, and RTT and capacity distributions. We note that
such a trace-driven simulation is based on realistic Internet
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traffic, but it does not capture the closed-loop nature of TCP
traffic, since simulated losses do not lead to an offered load
reduction.
To simulate a particular utilization ρi , we have to adjust the
average rate that is fed into the OC-3 link to ρi ×155Mbps. To
do so, we select a random set of flows from each of the input
traces that produces approximately that average rate. This
process is more complex than similar trace-driven simulations
in previous related work, but we believe it is more realistic,
as we do not artificially modify the packet interarrivals of
the input traffic or the capacity of the output link in order
to achieve a certain utilization. We note that the average
rate of each input trace is roughly 200Mbps, meaning that
the previous technique can produce an offered load of up to
400Mbps, sufficient to saturate the OC-3 link.
We perform simulations with four instances of the input
traffic. The first is with the original traffic, and so it includes
sub-RTT burstiness. The second simulation is with the ideally
paced traffic, in which each of the constituent TCP flows has
been ideally paced as described in §VI. The third and fourth
simulations are, again with paced TCP flows, but this time
with a 10ms and 1ms minimum pacing timer, respectively. It
is important to note that pacing, either ideal or practical, does
not change the burstiness of a TCP flow in scales that extend
beyond its RTT.
The outcome of each simulation is either the 95-th percentile
of the queue size distribution, or the packet loss rate. The
buffer size of the OC-3 queue is B bytes, and it is organized
in terms of variable-sized buffers (as opposed to packet-based
buffers). A packet is dropped when there is no available buffer
space at the OC-3 queue. Each simulation is repeated 10 times
with a different random set of input flows. We report the
average of those results.
Figure 14 shows the results for the 95-th percentile of the
queue size distribution. As long as the utilization is between
30% to 70%, i.e., in moderate load conditions, ideal pacing
would reduce the tail of the queue size distribution by about
an order of magnitude. The reason is that pacing removes the
sub-RTT burstiness of the traffic. Very similar benefits would
result from pacing with the 1ms minimum timer, but not with
the 10ms timer.
The most striking, however, result of Figure 14 is that when
the utilization is 70% or higher, i.e., in heavy-load conditions,
the 95-th percentile of the queue size increases exponentially,
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and the benefit of pacing becomes negligible. The reason is
that, in heavy-load conditions, the LRD properties of the traffic
become much more important than the sub-RTT burstiness.
Even though pacing is effective in removing the latter, it cannot
make the traffic smoother in scales that extend beyond the RTT
of a TCP flow. The reason that LRD dominates queueing performance in heavy-load conditions is that variability in large
time scales causes an increased utilization over significant time
periods. When the long-term average utilization is already high
(70% or more), any further increases can significantly overload
the queue. This effect has been previously studied in [19].
The buffer size in the simulations of Figure 14 was
B=10MB, which corresponds to 500ms buffering for an OC3 link. This is a relatively large buffer size, typical for an
overbuffered router interface today. What happens, however,
when B is significantly smaller? Figure 15 shows the resulting
loss rate as a function of B for a heavy-load operating point
(ρ=95%). An interesting effect takes place when the buffer
size is shorter than 200KB: the loss rate with pacing, i.e.,
without short time scale burstiness, is significantly lower than
the loss rate in the original trace. Note that this may seem
contradictory to the results of [19], since that work showed
that short-range dependencies (which include sub-RTT TCP
burstiness) are not significant in heavy-load conditions. The
key point, however, is that [19] considered a lossless queue,
and so, practically, a very large buffer size B. With relatively
small buffers, on the other hand, the impact of long-range
dependency decreases [4], and so the effect of short-range
burstiness becomes more noticeable.
To further demonstrate the previous point, Figure 16 shows
14
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the loss rate as a function of the offered load for a link with
B=50KB. Note that pacing causes an important reduction in
the loss rate not only in moderate-load conditions, as would
be the case with an wellbuffered link, but also in heavy-load
conditions. We note that it is not rare for Internet links to be
underbuffered, either due to poor provisioning, or because the
links are optimized for real-time traffic.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
The cause of short scale burstiness in Internet traffic has
been highly debated in the last few years. We showed that
TCP self-clocking, coupled with queueing in the bottleneck of
the connection’s forward path, can create ON/OFF interarrival
structures, and thus, strong correlations and burstiness. Such
structures are generated when the bandwidth-delay product is
large relative to the flow’s window. Aggregating many TCP
flows in the same link does not produce less correlated traffic,
as previously argued. Instead, the observed multiplexing gains
are due to a smoother marginal distribution. The analysis of
an OC-48 trace confirmed that the burstiness of aggregate
traffic in short time scales extends up to the RTT of the
dominant TCP flows, and it is due to large TCP flows that
have a high bandwidth-delay product over window ratio. An
effective way to reduce the sub-RTT burstiness of Internet
traffic is to perform pacing at the sources, especially if the
minimum pacing timer can be in the order of 1ms. Finally, in
the presence of LRD effects, sub-RTT burstiness is mostly
important in moderate load conditions and/or in relatively
small link buffers.
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